ALPHA NETWORKS IS CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR A
HTML5 DEVELOPER
WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR?

Founded in 2008, ALPHA NETWORKS has become one of the fastest growing software
companies, providing Pay TV solutions. ALPHA NETWORKS empowers the innovation,
accelerates the projects go-to-market, and enhances the next generation TV- entertainment
business. Serving customers all over the world, our product development team and engineers
continue to develop new technologies that will engage, connect and transform the way people
watch TV.
Headquartered in Belgium, with sales representatives in Europe, Asia, and South America, the
company is internationally recognized. Working with major Telecom and Media companies
such as Orange, Econet, Telecentro, ALPHA NETWORKS excels in carrier grade deployments
and customer support.
Job description
Alpha Networks is looking for a HTML5 Developer to join the Product & Marketing Team.
He/she is motivated to combine the art of design with the art of programming to develop VOD
and TV applications. Applications created will be fully oriented to demonstrate new features
and/or innovative use cases, which will be shown during international fairs and customer
meetings. These applications will be also used by the Testing Team to evaluate the capability
of the back-end platform to answer customer’s needs.
He/she will work in partnership with external UI/UX-designer and will be the bridge between
graphical design and technical implementation, taking an active role on both sides, defining
how the application looks like and how it works.
In this team, the HTML5 Developer will have the following key responsibilities:
Create video oriented interfaces for demo, testing and innovation purpose on top of Alpha
Networks product







Develop new user-facing features
Build-up the interface based on reusable code and libraries for further use
Ensure the technical feasibility of UI/UX designs
Collaborate with other team members and stakeholders (R&D Innovation Team)
Ensure the end-user experience
Help to improve the back-end APIs performance and design

EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION AND SKILLS



Graduate or Bachelor in computer science or equivalent by experience.
Proficient understanding of web mark-up, including HTML5 and CSS3
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Good understanding of server-side CSS pe-processing platforms, such as LESS and
SASS
Strong knowledge of Web Standards and Web Services integration (REST/JSON)
Familiar with differences in other HTML5 based view and capable to build HTML5
application on top on any device
Knack of adhering to best design practices
Fair understanding of JavaScript programming
Proactive and multitasking oriented
Able to work independently and be stress tolerant

LANGUAGES AND PROFILE



French: Spoken and written
English: Spoken and written.

OFFER DETAILS
Competitive salary depending on skills level and prior work experience.
Collective benefits: group insurance, hospital insurance (full DKV), Eco vouchers and meal
vouchers.
Please send your application to: jobs.prod@alphanetworks.be
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